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Executive Summary
Transformation Committee was established in March 2016 to oversee and approve
review activities across the council to ensure a high quality, consistent, corporate
approach to transformation.

This report provides a background to transformation activity undertaken to date and an
overview of reviews currently underway. These reviews are subject to individual reports
to Transformation Committee.

The council's Transformation Programme, and predecessor Council Review
Programme, have made significant progress in achieving service efficiencies and
financial savings.

Three reviews are currently underway: a Business Centre model to deliver more
efficient business and customer services, a review of Fleet Operations and Transport
Management, and a review of Strategic Asset Management. Together these reviews
are on target to achieve financial savings as well as numerous service efficiencies and
improved customer service.

Recommendations
It is recommended that Transformation Committee:

(1) Notes progress made by the Council Review Programme and subsequent
Transformation Programme.

(2) Notes the ongoing reviews and potential for Elected Member involvement.

Links
Council Plan to 2020: The Transformation Programme will impact on all council
priorities.
Appendix 1: Review Team Guidance
Appendix 2: Review Toolkit



1. Background

1.1 Over the past year the council has embarked on a programme of stepped
change to meet savings requirements, adapt to service pressures and target
areas for transformation.

1.2 Transformation Committee was established in March 2016 to oversee and
approve review activities across the council to ensure a high quality, consistent,
corporate approach to reviews.

1.3 A Council Review Programme was established which addressed a residual
savings gap and identified areas for transformation.

The programme included a new Human Resources/Payroll model and
developments in asset management and procurement. Other achievements
included:

• streamlined Chief Officer and admin support structures;
• a reduction in resources involved in community planning, best value,

performance management and complaints handling, and
• an outline of the new strategic business planning framework.

1.4 In February 2017, Transformation Committee noted the winding up of the
Council Review Programme and approved a new Transformation Programme; a
fresh approach to council wide reviews.

1.5 A new Budget Strategy approach for 2017/18 introduced a Sounding Board of
Elected Members which, among other tasks, identified several major reviews
which were integrated into the Transformation Programme.

2. Report

Transformation Programme 2020

2.1 The Transformation Programme has a savings target of £4.25m, an adjustment
from that reported to Transformation Committee on 30 January 2017.

A range of reviews has been completed and overall the programme has made
good progress to date including the following.

An Advisory Services review which delivered £0.171m of savings and
developed an integrated and enhanced advice service.

A focus on improving customers' transactions by applying technology based
solutions and moving to automated processes.

2.2 Three reviews are currently underway; a new Business Centre Model, a review
of fleet operations and transport management and a review of Strategic Asset
Management.

2.2.1 Business Centre Model
This model provides a new approach to business and customer service and
includes Customer Contact, Welfare Team, Billing and Recovery, Support and
Payment.



Three workstreams have been defined to shape and deliver the programme of
change.

Workstream I − Developing the Business Service Model Approach

This sets out the framework, design principles and rationale for creating the
model. This workstream will define the:

design principles for building the model;
the processes for establishing and designing the model, and
the delivery capability to design and embed new ways of working.

Workstream 2— Establishing the Business Service Model

This sets out the initial programme of work and the roadmap of services to be
delivered. Using the approach and framework developed in Workstream 1,
further areas will be identified for inclusion in the model. The detailed design will
set out the new, one council approach to service delivery.

Workstream 3 − Digital Enablement

This defines the digital options to enable new ways of working and to accelerate
the delivery of benefits. In tandem with the Workstreams I and 2, preparatory
work will continue to progress the supporting infrastructure and ICT solutions.
This will include the following.

• Assessment of Robotic Process Automation (RPA).
• Expansion of the Customer Portal.
• Rollout of document management (EDRMS).
• Virtual Desktop Interface (VDI) and Thin Client Technology.
• Server rationalisation and cloud systems.

The Outline Business Case for the Business Centre Model will be finalised by
autumn 2017 and implementation will take place from autumn 2017 to spring
2018. Initial savings have been projected at £1 M for years 1 2 and 3 with
further efficiencies to be identified as the model is expanded and rolled out.

2.2.2 Strategic Asset Management
This review is investigating the council's 580+ non−domestic operational
properties which includes schools, offices, sports facilities, cultural facilities,
halls and depots.

With a view to rationalising property holding the review will look at all aspects of
how the council challenges the need for properties, how buildings are used and
how we prioritise replacement, refurbishment and maintenance.

Key outcomes from the transformation review are as follows.

• A new asset management approach and policy, strategy and actions.
• An assessment of 'core facts' for each property including condition,

location, financial performance, energy performance, suitability and use.
• Corporate targets to reduce running costs.
• A cross−service strategic property asset management group to identify

opportunities to provide services from integrated facilities.
• A challenge process to continuously question the need for properties.
• Early engagement with the 3rd Sector, partners and private business

tenants.



• A review of the property maintenance function with a view to adopting
maintenance standards.

Initial benefits will be improved use of properties and a move towards
rationalisation and better use of shared facilities.

Initial financial savings are estimated at £0.5M in years 1 and 2 as the policies
and strategies are developed, and thereafter will be driven by the strategic
approach to rationalisation and agile working practices.

2.2.3 Fleet Operations and Transport Management
This review involves the council's Assisted Support Needs (ASN) fleet of
buses: 44 disabled access buses which transport 520 ASN pupils to school,
and 26 vans which deliver school meals using the same driver resource.

Key issues under consideration include the following.
• The significant downtime for vehicles and drivers.
• Drivers are employed on a full time basis with no allowance for the

predominantly term time nature of the work.
• Meal vans are only required for three hours per day, 190 days per year.
• Drivers incur significant overtime to cover the length of the school day.
• A patient transport trial involving partners has realised scope for improved

partnership working.
• Mainstream school transport is provided by private contractors and there

may be scope to provide a proportion of ASN transport through this route.
• Social Work uses taxis to fulfil transport requirements. A trial involving

Social Work, Fleet Operation and Strathclyde Passenger Transport will
establish potential cost savings.

• Expansion of the review to include wider transport issues such as taxi use.

Alternative operating models under investigation include the following.
• Externalisation of ASN transport and cluster route approaches to

mainstream transport contracts to include ASN routes.
• Roll out of West of Scotland HUB to better use existing buses and drivers

to deliver new work e.g. more NHS patient transport.
• Hire, rather than procure, vehicles to allow them to be off−hired during

school holidays.
• Trial school meal deliveries using existing fleet buses instead of vans.
• Review bus drivers' working time arrangements.

Quantify taxi costs across the council and improve contracting processes.

Initial benefits from the review will be improved use of vehicles and drivers and
£364K of savings through improvements in ASN transport. Future savings and
efficiencies will be driven through mainstream transport efficiencies and review
of taxi use.

2.3 Guidance and Toolkit

The Business Transformation Team, in conjunction with services, developed
guidance and associated tools and techniques to ensure that reviews are
consistent, comprehensive and corporate. These have been recently updated to
ensure they are easier to use and more focused on assisting teams carry out
thorough reviews.

Review Guidance, attached as Appendix 1, sets out a structured process for the
review with clearly identified stages including consultation, options appraisal



and governance. The Toolkit, attached as Appendix 2, directs teams and
Elected Members to useful techniques to ensure the review is thorough and
achieves its intended outcomes.

Elected Members have a clear and pivotal role through their participation in
Gateway Reviews at key stages of the review. These include finalisation of the
Review Plan, consultation, assessment of current service, identification of the
ideal service and at the options appraisal.

Members rightly challenge Review Leaders, before authorising the next stage
of the review, to assure themselves that reviews are robust and on course to
deliver transformed services. Full details of Gateway Reviews are included in
the toolkit.

3. Implications

Financial impact
The financial impact in terms of both costs and savings for each review are detailed in
the Strategic and Outline Business Cases. Any impact on the Budget Strategy will also
be detailed.

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
Each Strategic and Outline Business Case will include details on the potential impact
on council policies, strategic outcomes, HR and equalities.

Environmental Impact
Business Cases will also detail any potential environmental impacts.

4. Measures of success

4.1 For individual reviews, the Outline Business Case will include a detailed
evaluation and monitoring regime to ensure the outcomes of the review are
achieved. A timeline will show when outcomes will be delivered and, for projects
expected to exceed nine months, milestones will be provided.

4.2 For the Transformation Programme, measures of success will include
completion of reviews within timescale and contribution towards improved
outcomes as identified in the Council Business Plan to 2020.

Assistant Chief Executive − Infrastructure



Appendix 1

Review Team Guidance

T T o
ensure reviews are conducted in a consistent way across the councilit is essential

1

L r e v i e w teams follow this guidance note.
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1. Background

The Council Business Plan to 2020 details our five priority outcomes as follows.
1 ' Improving economic opportunities and outcomes
1 ' Supporting all children to realise their full potential
I Improving health and care in our communities
V 1

Improving relationships with communities and the third sector
I Improving the council's resource base

To ensure we achieve these outcomes, while making the best use of our resources, several
areas have been selected for review. The reviews aim to identify where the council can
develop the business, modernise service delivery, maximise IT solutions and achieve greater
efficiency.

To ensure reviews are conducted in a consistent way across the council it is essential that
review teams follow these guidelines. Various tools and techniques will help teams conduct
the best review possible.

2. Roles and responsibilities of the Review Team

2.1 Role of the Review Team Leader
The Review Team Leader is the owner of the review and ensures each function is carried out
effectively, efficiently and within planned timescales. The Review Leader will:

Resporisibilities
I Maintain overall control of the review 1' Identify risks, constraints or other

factors, and eliminate those risks
I Identify and appoint a Review Team I Track milestones, timelines, approve

work and progress to next stage
I Ensure everyone is aware of their I Conduct a thorough option appraisal to

purpose and contribution at each stage deliver the 'ideal' model
I Scope the review using the Strategic I Ensure outcomes are realistic and align

Business Case template with council priorities
V Develop appropriate means of I Make recommendations that are

consultation and engagement consistent with evidence based findings
I Ensure Elected Members are involved I Ensure recommendations are clear and

at key stages of the review robust
I Ensure dialogue is honest and open I Prepare the Outline Business Case

during each stage of the review

The Review Team Leader selects relevant people to be part of the Review Team.

2.2 Role of Review Team
Each member of the Review Team works under the guidance of the Review Leader. Team
members must commit the appropriate amount of time to carry out the review. An open
mind and an objective approach is required when carrying out any aspect of the review or
option appraisal.
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3. Gateway Review Team

3.1 What is it?
The Gateway Review examines the review process at key points; it evaluates what has been
delivered, and looks ahead to provide assurance that the review can progress to the next
stage.

3.2 Who is part of the Gateway Review Team?
Gateway Reviews deliver a peer review approach. Elected Members and independent
parties from outside the service use their experience and expertise to examine the progress
and likelihood of successful delivery.

Transformation Committee will identify Elected Members to serve on the Gateway Review.

3.3 What are the roles and responsibilities of the Gateway Review Team?
The main responsibility of the Gateway Review Team is to analyse the information made
available by the Review Team Leader to ensure the following.

Respaubilities
I Arrangements for leading, managing, and v' Option appraisal and other key steps within

monitoring the project are embedded the process are carried out by the Review
throughout the review Team

I Wider context of the council's delivery I Sufficient resources are available (for
plans and change programmes is example, finances, people, skills)
considered

I Arrangements for identifying and managing I Outcome and objectives of the review are
risks are robust and will be managed considered

I Key stakeholders support and understand I Potential for the review to succeed is
the review realistic

3.4 When does the Gateway Review Team meet?
There are four essential milestones in the review process when the Gateway Review Team
meets.

Review Team Mulest6n6 Gateway Review T e m Resj,oñsibihty
1 V 1 Production of the Review Plan is I Validate consultation and engagement,

complete, including key stakeholder and including agreeing review plan and
trade union involvement timescales

2 1 Assessment of current (as is) service I Validate assessment of current (as is)

−
model and findings complete service model

3 1 Ideal (to be) service model identified and I Validate proposal of the future ideal (to

−
documented be) model

4 1 Options appraisal. How to deliver the ideal I Validate findings from options appraisal

−
(to be) model complete and recommendations

If necessary, the Gateway Review Team can request additional meetings where assurance is
required or specific areas of concern are identified.

3.5 Gateway Review Template
The Gateway Review Team methodically reviews all information presented. It is essential the
Review Team prepares beforehand to ensure there is relevant and reliable evidence to
support the Review Plan, Strategic Business Case, and Outline Business Case.
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Gateway Review toolkit
A template is available to help the Review Team to prepare an evidence−based approach for the
Gateway Review. Refer to the guide Self−Assessment Review Team Toolkit.

4. Key milestones for Review Team

4.1 Strategic Business Case
The Review Team scopes out the review. The production of a focussed Strategic Business
Case documenting the reasoning for initiating the project is required. There are four key

Strategic Business Case Template
The Review Team must use the Strategic Business Case template, ensuring all four key areas of
the document are complete. Refer to the template Strategic Business Case

4.2 Consultation and Engagement
Crucial to the success of the review is consultation with employees, trade unions, and
customers. The Review Team should determine the best way to obtain views of
stakeholders, including their experience, and expectations for (future) service delivery
options.

The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 introduced new provisions enabling
community bodies to have a greater role in planning improvements to outcomes and owning
or managing their own facilities or services.

The Review Team Leader considers whether engagement with communities and key groups
(including young people and community organisations) should form part of the review. A
community partnership working approach aligns with one of the five council priorities
(Improving relationships with communities and the third sector), which is embedded within
the Council Plan to 2020.

Consultation and Engagement Approach Toolkit
The Review Team may use a range of useful tools to obtain information from stakeholders.
Examples of tools and techniques are available for use; refer to the guide Consultation and
Engagement Review Team Toolkit.

I Gateway Review Team − First Step Process.
The Gateway Review Team validates the consultation and engagement process, including

tip

agreeing the Review Plan and timescales.
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4.3 Assess Current (as is) Service Model
The Review Team must gather intelligence on the current (as is) service model; this
determines if the existing means of service delivery remains the most efficient, effective,
and appropriate or findings will support the need to consider other options for future
service delivery. In the first instance, this should be the responsibility of the Review Team
that delivers the service as they have the most ready access to information. Intelligence
gathering can include the following.

liellueatheiing
1 ' Establishing a clear definition of the service
V Rationale for service delivery
( Cost and resources in delivering the service
I Funding provided for the service
I Results of any previous reviews, audits,

assessments, benchmarking

I Determining legislative requirements
I Council objectives
'7 Risks and risk management arrangements
1 ' Stakeholder information

The Review Team should challenge the current (as is) model, consider the 'why', 'where',
'how' and 'by whom'. This will identify the reasons why the review and possible future
service delivery change is required.

Tools and Techniques Toolkit
The Review Team may use a range of useful tools to obtain information on the current service
model. Examples of tools and techniques are available for use; refer to the guide:

Performance and Risk Management Review Team Toolkit

Self−Assessment Review Team Toolkit

Gateway Review Team − Second Step Process
The Gateway Review Team validates the assessment of the current (as is) service model
before the Review Team can progress to the next stage of the review.

4.4 Identify the ideal (to be) model
The Review Team must illustrate an ideal (to be) or preferred model to the Gateway Review
Team for consideration and validation. The proposed 'ideal' model should identify 'how' and
'where' service delivery change will lead to desired and improved outcomes, (for example,
what part of service delivery will change, how it will work in the future, what are the
expected outcomes and benefits?).

Tools and Techniques Toolkit
The Review Team may use a range of useful tools to identify how and where service delivery
change is required. Examples of tools and techniques are available for use; refer to the guide:

Self−Assessment Review Team Toolkit

Performance and Risk Management Review Team Toolkit

I F Gateway Review Team −Third Step Process
f t The Gateway Review Team validates the 'ideal' model, considering the proposed service

delivery change and desired outcomes before the Review Team can progress to the next
stage of the review.
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4.5 Options appraisal − How to deliver the ideal (to be) model
An options appraisal allows the Review Team to identify the ideal (to be) service delivery
model. Options appraisal informs decision−making, but does not provide the decision itself.
It is a stage−by−stage process, which enables well−informed decisions and ensures that all
relevant factors are taken into account.

Options appraisal normally follow the same approach. Some guiding principles are as
follows.

V Be clear about what you are hoping to V Consider the different ways in which they
achieve could be achieved

V Assess costs and benefits of different V Identify all 'pros' and 'cons' of the options,
options quantifying them and valuing them whenever

possible
V Consider risks and how to manage those V Consider the most appropriate and best value

risks use of resources, do not just focus on the
lowest initial cost

4.6 Options appraisal − resources
The Review Team should ensure there is an appropriate level of resources during the
options appraisal. This involves apportioning time, money, skills, and experience to ensure
the team makes sound decisions.

Members of the Review Team should complete the options appraisal; however, assistance
from other services, partners, or stakeholders may be required to provide specialist skills
and information for consideration of the options.

It is essential those involved in the options appraisal remain objective and open to
considering a broad range of options for delivering services or new models of operation.
Consultation with those affected by the options under consideration is essential. This
includes testing proposed options with users, employees, and trade union representative(s)

4.7 Options appraisal − identifying, filtering and challenging the options
The Review Team should critically appraise a wide range of options to ensure the process is
robust. At an early stage identify a long list of options; drill this down into a shorter list using
agreed criteria, assessment procedures, and evidence−based analysis.

The Review Team should apply the same consistent approach for each option under
consideration.

The criteria and decision made to rule in or rule out options at this stage should be recorded
to demonstrate accountability and transparency, with a full audit trail maintained from all
meetings and evidence held.

The detailed assessment carried out on each option identified within the short list should
include the following.

Type fappraisal Probing question
V Outcome What impact will each option have on improving outcomes under the

council's five priorities?
V Interface How will changes to service models impact on working arrangements

with partners, national bodies, third sector, communities, and
contractors?
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I Performance What effect will each option have on service delivery performance and
outcomes (quantitative and qualitative)?

I Workforce What impact will the options make in the development a mobile and
flexible workforce, workforce development, workforce empowerment,
succession planning, and improving work−life balance?

I Financial What impact will each option have on initial set up / transfer costs,
operational costs, potential savings, staff costs or savings, tax andon−domestic

rates implications and central recharge costs?
I Risk What risks and uncertainties are associated with each of the options?

(this is very important when the options are very different to the way
things are currently done)

Tools and Techniques Toolkit
The Review Team may use a range of useful tools during the options appraisal. Examples of tools
and techniques are available for use; refer to the guide:

Self−Assessment Review Team Toolkit

Performance and Risk Management Review Team Toolkit

Gateway Review Team − Fourth Step Process.
The Gateway Review Team validates findings from the options appraisal and considers the
recommended 'ideal' model presented by the Review Team before authorising progress to
the next stage. This is the final process for the Gateway Review Team.

4.8 Outline Business Case
The Review Team has the option to build the Outline Business Case during all steps of the
process, but completion of the Outline Business Case must be carried out after the final
stage of the Gateway Review Team process.

The Outline Business Case identifies the preferred ideal (to be) model option. It will clearly
show that the proposed service delivery change is aligned to strategic objectives, provides
value for money, has financial and non−financial benefits, and shows that positive and
successful outcomes are achievable. There are five key areas in the Outline Business Case.

Key Area 16clud6s.._.,
I Executive summary A summary of the ideal (to be) service delivery model.
I Strategic Background, current service provision, consultation, ideal service

provision, preferred option, risks
I Economic Options appraisal, benefits and impacts
I Financial Costs, financial savings
I Management Project governance, timescales, project team

Outline Business Case Template
The Review Team must use the Outline Business Case template, ensuring all five key areas of the
document are complete. Refer to the template Outline Business Case.

K
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5. Final stages of the review process

5.1 The Challenge Process − What is it?
The Challenge Process is the final stage of the review process, in advance of committee
consideration. The purpose is to test the findings of the review as included in the Outline
Business Case. This group meeting normally takes about half a working day to conclude.

5.1.1 Who is part of the Challenge Process Team?
The Challenge Process Team consists of at least four different member types. This includes
the following.

5.1.2 What are the roles and responsibilities of the Challenge Process Team?
The Challenge Process Team meets with the Review Team Leader to discuss, assess, and
examine review outcomes in a fair and transparent manner. It is the responsibility of the
Challenge Process Team to ensure outcomes and deliverables meet desired objectives.

If all of the above statements prove true, the Review Team Leader can progress to the next
stage in the process, and (when required) prepare and submit the final report to the
appropriate committee.

If any of the above statements prove false, approval to progress to the next stage of the
review process will not be granted.

5.1.3 What happens if approval is not granted?
The Challenge Process Team and the Review Team Leader agree a timescale forre−submission.

The Review Team Leader must revisit and address any areas of concern identified and
resolve those issues to the satisfaction of the Challenge Process Team.

5.1.4 Test and challenge approach
The strategic approach of the Challenge Process Team is constructive and creative when
assessing and approving the review process and related outcomes.

Test and challenge approach toolkit
A template is available to help the Review Team to prepare a 'test and challenge' approach for
the Challenge Process Team. Refer to the guide Self−Assessment Review Team Toolkit.
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Challenge Process Team − Final Validation Process
The Challenge Process Team is the final stage of the review in advance of committee
consideration.

5.2 Committee approval
The Review Team Leader must complete the Outline Business Case which clearly
demonstrates the conclusions and recommendations of the review and presents it to the
appropriate committee.

After committee approve the review two final stages must be followed.

5.3 Implementation and monitoring of approved model

Monitoring the approved model is crucial to assess the impact on service delivery. An agreed
project plan must be in place, including project management methodologies, and clear
milestones for completion of key stages. This involves careful consideration of transition
arrangements, including communicating with service users, resource management, and
performance monitoring.

If partnership working or externalising a service forms part of the approved model, an
appropriate contract or service level agreement is required. This should set out service
provision, service level requirement, and the expectation of performance and agreed
standards throughout the duration of the agreement. A robust Performance Management
Framework will allow regular monitoring.
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Review Process Map
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Self−Assessment

Review Team Toolkit
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Gateway Review template
The f o l l o w i n g ques t ions cou ld be asked du r i ng var ious stages o f t h e rev iew. Cons ider and iden t i f y w h a t supporting
ev idence t h e Review Team cou ld provide.

Xrc Support ing evidence,
Does the service review meet current council priorities, policies, strategic
objectives, and business change programmes?
Are the required skills and capabilities available, sustainable, and robust?
Have internal and external factors been identified and addressed?
Is there a framework fo r managing issues and risks?

trsif6 icasee a'ndDoes
the review demonstrate a clear link wi th wider organisational

objectives?
Is there an understanding o f the scope o f the service review?

Have all likely stakeholders been identified and their needs clearly
understood?

Is there is a clear 'preferred option', o r would several options meet the
business need?
Is the proposed service opt ion affordable?

What wil l constitute success?

What additional factors could affect success?

Management o f intended outcomes
Is there a clear and agreed understanding o f expected outcomes and how
they will be delivered?
Has the Outline Business Case and/or Strategic Business Case been
developed and reviewed?
Are key stakeholders confident that outcomes will be achieved when
expected?
Is there a clear plan for achieving the required outcomes?

Risk management
Are processes in place t o identify risks?

How will risks be assessed and managed?

Are there assurance measures fo r the service review; are they in place?

Is there a contingency plan, and where appropriate, business continuity
plans?
Review o f current outcomes
Is the service review on track; is the timeline for the next stage realistic, and

are there available funds and resources?
Have problems occurred, and i f so, how have they been resolved?

R e d i n e s s f o r n è x t p h J é l i v è r y approach
Are internal/external skills adequate, available, and committed t o achieve
intended outcomes?
Are appropriate management controls in place?

Is there a continuing need for the service review, wha t assumptions have
been made?



Challenge process group template

i N ; Eid1 CôTh

Is there evidence that the review objectives align
with the council's five priorities as noted below?

Improving economic opportunities and
outcomes

Supporting all children to realise their full
potential

Improving the health and care of our
communities

Improving relationships with communities and El nthe third sector

Improving the council's resource base El

Did the Review Plan identify timelines,
milestones, resources, and outcomes?

Did the review include consultation and
engagement with stakeholders, trade unions,
and a wider audience?

Were views from consultation and engagement
incorporated into the 'preferred model'? f l El

Can the review demonstrate it is sensitive to the
needs of service users?

Do employees and service users clearly
understand the outcomes?

Were Elected Members involved Gateway
Reviews?

Was a full options appraisal part of the review? LII El

Can you show how benchmarking was used to El El
inform the review?

Will outcomes improve partnership working with El El
other public sector, third sector, or private
organisations?

Can you show the review will modernise and
improve the service?



Challenge process group template
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Did the review recommend service delivery is flEl
delivered from a different location?

Does the review reduce the council's financial L
overheads? (for example through re−location)

Did the review consider several service delivery f l fl
options?

Does the review make best use of new E fl
technologies?

Do the intended review outcomes measure up
to the ideal service?

Does the outline business case clearly identify El El
conclusions and recommendations?

Are measures in place to track, measure, and El El
report success?



Self−assessment model(s) and support

What is it?
Self−assessment is a continuing process through which organisations evaluate the effectiveness of
their performance and service delivery in all areas of responsibility, to determine what
improvements are required.

The best results come from a focussed group of employees who are responsible for delivery of the
service in question. It is important to involve colleagues at various levels within the organisation to
ensure a fair representation. During self−assessment, the group reflects on service delivery,
assessing how well it is performing by using a set of assessment criteria, quality considerations or
questions. This allows inward reflection and scrutiny and identifies what works well, increases
awareness of service delivery, and so allows improvements for the future.

Self−assessment helps to:

" Recognise current service delivery SI' Understand positive and negative
impacts

s" Identify areas, which require 'V Develop a stronger partnership working
improvement approach

'V Make better use of skills, resources and I Review current processes, policies and
finances procedures

Many services undertake self−assessment as part of continuous improvement planning, followed by
a self−assessment (refresh) every two years. Some examples of self−assessment models and support
are as follows.

The 3−step Improvement Framework for Scotland's Public Services
The Scottish Government's 3−step improvement framework brings
together everyone who has a role in the delivery and
improvement of a service. This improvement framework outlines
key principles, providing support to turn thoughts into action and
make change at a local level.

It gives a clear and structured approach to change and
improvement, and leads to improving organisational processes,
systems and helps the right change to happen.

Click here for more information

4.'. macro system −
SSsim a c &W coclest
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Public Service Improvement Framework
The Public Service Improvement Framework is a performance
improvement model using a self−assessment approach, which
encourages organisations to conduct a comprehensive review of

is*

their own activities and results. improvement service

It promotes a holistic approach to continuous improvement, and is mapped to a number of
established organisational improvement tools.
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I The EFQM Excellence Model

1 Best Value principles
I Care Inspectorate and Healthcare

ImDrovement Scotland

I The New Customer Service Excellence
Standard (formally Charter Mark
Standard)

I Education Scotland

PSIF provides a framework of key questions to challenge and stimulate performance through a
structured process, which is developed to suit organisational needs and drivers.

Through a programme of training, awareness raising and support from the PSIF Implementation
Team, PSIF organisations can systematically rollout a programme of self−assessments throughout
their organisation. The self−assessment process enables organisations to identify their strengths and
the areas for improvement, which will inform annual planning and define improvement initiatives.

Click here for more information

The EFQM Excellence Model

The EFQM Excellence Model is a practical, non−prescriptive framework.

EFQM enables organisation"s,461. −'
I Assess where they are on the path to I Prove a common vocabulary and way of

excellence thinking about the organisation
I Integrate existing and planned 'V Provide a basic structure for the

initiatives, removing duplication and organisations management system
identifying gaps

Whilst there are numerous management tools and techniques commonly used, the EFOM Excellence
Model provides a holistic view of the organisation and it can be used to determine how these
different methods fit together and complement each other. The model can therefore be used in
conjunction with any number of these tools, based on the needs and function of the organisation, as
an overarching framework for developing sustainable excellence.

Click here for more information

Care Inspectorate
The Care Inspectorate supports local authorities in carrying out validated self−evaluation of care
services such as early years, sheltered housing and temporary accommodation. Self−assessment may
be used as the first step in formal inspection or scrutiny.

Click here for more information
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Scottish Community Safety Network
The Scottish Community Safety Network has worked with the community safety sector to develop a
range of toolkits and resources that assist local planning and decision−making. These range from
focussing on evidencing impact through continuous programme reviews to cost benefit analysis.

Click here for more information

Brown paper exercise: process (flow) analysis

What is it?
A brown paper exercise is a pictorial and visually pleasing way to examine a process. There is no
restriction on the colour and a roll of lining paper would suffice. Ideally, aim for the process flow to
be big and bold as the process will generally cover a whole wall or a large table.

Click here and follow the six−step process

SWOT Analysis
This is an extremely useful tool for understanding and decision−making for all sorts of situations in
business and from within an organisation. It is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats.

Completing a SWOT analysis is very simple, and can be used for business planning, strategic
planning, marketing, business and product development and research reports. The purpose is to
determine the current situation of your service to assist in determining where best to assign limited
resources to improve the service.

Fr.e I
−

Wknesses
I What do we do well? I What parts of the service do we not do so
" What skills and knowledge do we have? well?
I What specialist skills exist in the team? ( Do IT systems do what we need them to
I What areas do we get good feedback on? do?

I What blockages are there to providing a
good service?

OtUiists
I What changes are being made within the I What changes are being made within the

organisation that might offer openings to organisation that might affect the service
improve service provided? provided?

I Will the introduction of new technology ' ' Are strong team members likely to be lost?
improve the service provided? I Are there legislative requirements to

provide the current service?

Click here for more information
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MoSCoW Method Toolkit
The MoSCoW method is a prioritisation technique used in management, business analysis, project
management, and software development to reach a common understanding with stakeholders on
the importance they place on the delivery of each requirement (also known as M0SWoW
prioritisation or MoSCoW analysis).

This method can be used to determine the importance placed on to each feature of the service being
provided and whether or not that feature of the service is actually required. It is an acronym for
Must have, Should have, Could have, Would like to have.

Click here for more information
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Consultation and Engagement

Review Team Toolkit
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Consultation and Engagement

What is it?
Consultation and engagement is essential to ensure and support collaborative working with
employees, communities, ALEOs, third sector and stakeholders. There are various consultation and
engagement methods available to achieve the desired output of improving service delivery.

Activities need to be carried out in a planned and consistent way, based upon the knowledge,
understanding, and insight of the targeted audience. Benefits of consultation and engagement allow
the Service Review Team to:

Some examples of consultation and engagement methods are as follows.

Focus Groups
A focus group is a small group discussion led by a facilitator. It is used to learn more about opinions
on a designated topic, to explore more in−depth views gathered from a broader initial survey or to
assess views on proposed future actions.

Using the focus group methodology can produce a lot of information in a relatively short time, which
would not be available through surveys. HMIE Inspectors often use this approach as part of
triangulation to validate evidence provided by officers and information obtained through strategies
and policies.

Click here for more information

SurveyMonkey
SurveyMonkey is an off the shelf package which the council has corporate membership. This allows
anyone from within the organisation to develop a bespoke survey. The package has a good data
download system, which creates tables and graphics from responses providing essential insight to
assist the Service Review Team to make informed decisions. It is easy to use and relativelyself−explanatory.

Click here for more information
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Citizen's Panel
The Citizen's Panel are a way for people to give their opinion on services in their local area and
influence decision makers. The panel is made−up of around 3,000 people from North Lanarkshire
who have volunteered to be part of the panel. The panel reflects the North Lanarkshire adult
population in terms of age, gender, and geographical location.

The panel conducts surveys or focus groups when asked by services or organisations. These are
completed either online or by post.

Click here for more information

Co−operative Learning
What is it?
Co−operative learning is when a group of people come together to share their collective knowledge
and to create new knowledge. Bringing together groups of people from various levels throughout
the organisation provides a much broader range of knowledge and experiences to draw from. It is a
group effort.

Everyone participates in a range of co−operative learning activities; which, allows everyone in the
group to understand and identify perceptions, expectations and what actions are required in the
future. The benefits of co−operative learning are as follows.

Some examples of co−operative learning techniques are as follows:

Think−Pair−Share
This technique supports and encourages problem solving, and enhances knowledge and
understanding of a new or existing process, policy or service delivery area etc. Group participants
come into pairs and work from a table of four. The following steps must be followed:

Steps to be followed
( Step 1 Facilitator discusses and presents the problem, question(s) or subject matter to

the group
v' Step 2 Group participants given a specific amount of time to reflect and consider the

Think facilitators presentation. Do not speak to other participants (quiet reflection).
Write three solutions or ideas based upon the information presented by the
facilitator.

" Step 3 Pair up with another group participant and discuss each other's solutions and
Pair ideas. Write down ideas that your partner had, that you did not.

v' Step 4 Share your ideas with the remainder of the group. Review all your ideas, identify,
Share and agree the best three solutions or ideas. Circle the most important one. One of

the group will share this with the wider group (other participants in the room)

Click here to access the Think−Pair−Share template
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Jigsaw Approach
This technique allows groups to process a large amount of information without having to read or
become an expert on all of it. Each group participant receives a portion of an article (a jigsaw piece).

Each group participant are responsible for sharing the main points of their jigsaw section with the
rest of their home group. Each participant discuss the main points of their jigsaw section until the
home group of four participants have put together their jigsaw puzzle.

A variation of this jigsaw approach is to gather all participants who have the same jigsaw puzzle
piece to discuss as a group (for example, all those with jigsaw piece 1 will discuss together). This
allows a focussed and increased understanding of the information, before returning to their home
group to share their enhanced knowledge (to form jigsaw pieces 1, 2, 3 and 4 together with the
home group)

Click here to access the jigsaw template

Stray and Stay Approach
This technique is a way to encourage collaboration and mass discussion with an entire group of
participants. All groups receive the same discussion point by the facilitator. This can be a task to
discuss, question, problem solve etc. There are various forms of this approach.

Examples of Str
I One stray − In the first instance, the home group discuss the task together. One

the rest stay representative from each group travels to an adjacent co−operative
group as an official reporter, sharing and gathering information. This
information is shared with their home group on their return.

'1' Everyone stray In the first instance, the home group discuss the task together. All group
participants have ID numbers and travel to the relevant group table
number (for example, group participant with ID number one, meets
with others with the same ID number) to share and gather information.
This information is shared with their home group on their return.

Click here to access the Stray and Stay Template

Give One, Get One, Move On (GoGoMo)
This technique is a pro−active sharing protocol, enhancing exploration and research. It can be
structured with movement or by silently passing a piece of paper around the room. Group
participants write down one idea each (cannot be the same idea) from their home group in box
number 1. This can be something they have learned or will apply following group discussions from
the facilitator.

Group participants are asked to roam the room, when the facilitator calls out 'give one', each
participant stops and shares their good idea with another group participant. They will each write the
newfound idea on their card.

The facilitator will call move on and repeat the process until all boxes on group participant cards are
full. Participants return to their home group to share the information they have gathered.

Click here to access the Give One, Get One, Move On Template
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Templates
SurveyMonkey Guidance

Step 1 Click here to access the SurveyMonkey website.

Step 2 Select the box 'Sign up FREE' and then select Sign In (located on the top right hand
side of the screen).

Step 3 The username is Northianweb and the password is Ut3Llu5!

Step 4 Options available to view various templates.
• Most popular— used by different organisations and businesses
• My surveys − surveys developed by North Lanarkshire Council
• All templates − used by different organisations and businesses listed in various

categories

Step 5 You have the option to copy an existing survey and amend as required or design your
own unique survey.

Step 6 Click here to access online guidance.

Here are some handy tips

This is a single text box question. This allows you to collect short
open−ended answers from respondents.

1 Is this a matrix question?
I wr'.o sun c'my Iarns1Su! ofo I anrnreuIj

nsr VSIV

Yes 112 0

:sure

I'S 01

2 'Thal ;s sn,,

I

SL1CCo11M..K&

This is a matrix question. It is a multiple question
presented on a grid and is one of the most popular
questions types in online and traditional surveys. Try
not to offer too many response options and too many
items or rows.

This is a multiple choice style question. Developers have the
choice to allow more than one answer or limit respondents to one
answer by ticking or unticking the box below the question.

How well does C M answer our quest Jaws?

a.naww Chum,,

Su2rawwel

NO at Ste U

row mu, Cc. a c u s I r 5? b c O V f l t u O US, ChSCtbOS,j
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Think−Pair−Share Template
iiir'éctid,is

..
Think about the following question or problem independently:

Think . 1i
Write three solutions or ideas you have about this question or problem.

1.

2.

3.

Pair.
Discuss your ideas with your partner. Check any ideas above your partner also wrote down. Write down
ideas your partner hard that you did not.

1.

2.

3.

Share
.

Review all of your ideas with the group (4 off) and list the best three solutions or ideas. Circle the most
important one. One of you will share this idea with the wider group.

1.

2.

3.

As you listen to the ideas of the wider group, write down the ones you liked.
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Stray and Stay Template

Nóté f róm h i y h t h e groupi.

Notesfrori, my'ñew group (moui)

Closing thoughts with my home group



Give One, Get One, Move On Template

2. Roaming the room idea 3. Roaming the room idea

•.•−4.

Roaming the room idea 5. Roaming the room idea 6. Roaming the room idea

7. Roaming the room idea 8. Roaming the room idea 9. Roaming the room idea
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Performance and Risk Management

Review Team Toolkit
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Benchmarking

What is it?
When completing the review it is essential that teams compare the service delivery by North
Lanarkshire Council against service delivery elsewhere.

Benchmarking is an improvement process that helps understand performance in comparison to
other relevant organisations. To work well it needs to be a systematic and rigorous process designed
to help organisations learn together.

A set of specific 'indicators' or 'measures' to establish how well organisations are performing are
used, for example, how much a service costs per user. These provide a simple metric, which allows
comparison against organisations. The benefits and purpose of benchmarking are as follows.

_______________________
s" It helps organisations and services '7 Builds understanding of where

understand current performance levels performance varies against others
(impacts _and _outcomes)

I Builds understanding on why I Helps to identify and share good
performance variation occurs practice with others

Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF)
The Improvement Service developed the Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) at the
request of the Society of Local Authority Chief Executive's (SOLACE). The framework allows Scottish
councils to gain in−depth understanding of performance variation across authorities, which includes
efficiency, cost, productivity, and outcomes. There are seven indicators within the framework
providing information on cost, performance or achievement, and customer satisfaction. These are:

Service Area Indicators
I Children I Adult Social Care
I Culture and Leisure I Environment
I Housing I Corporate
I Economic Development

Click here for more information on LGBF, and Scottish average outcomes

Click here to access how North Lanarkshire is performing

Click here to access North Lanarkshire's connect page

Association for Public Service Excellence
Members of the Association for Public Service Excellence (APSE) can access performance reports and
profile information on other councils throughout the UK. Access to a high volume of data helps drive
forward performance improvement tools and techniques such as data drilling, networking events
and workshops to compare data and performance.

Click here for more information
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Scottish Housing Regulator
The Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) gathers a range of financial and performance information
about each Scottish Landlord. Each year, every Scottish landlord (including Registered Social
Landlords) are assessed against the standards and outcomes of the Scottish Social Housing Charter.

Click here for more information

Scottish Housing Network
The Scottish Housing Network (SHN) is made up of Scottish Landlord and Housing Association
Landlords. They drive up performance, meet the demands of best value and deliver quality services
by means of benchmarking, self−assessment, good practice, and information sharing.

Click here for more information

Housemark − Scotland
Housemark offer a range of benchmarking tools to help Scottish landlords understand performance.
Tools can compare performance, service delivery costs, and customer satisfaction. Housemark is
considered to be an expert in social housing and business intelligence.

Click here for more information

Scottish Local Authorities Economic Development
The Scottish Local Authorities Economic Development (SLAED) has an indicator framework. The
network is formed by senior officials from economic development teams across all 32 Scottish local
authorities. SLAED is a non−political service−based organisation that focuses on excellence in
operational delivery of local economic development services across Scotland.

Click here for more information

Planning Performance Framework
Heads of Planning Scotland developed the Planning Performance Framework in conjunction with the
Scottish Government. The framework focuses on speed of decision−making, and other key factors,
including quality, workloads, resources, organisation, and outcomes.

Click here for more information

Insight − Benchmarking for Excellence
Insight − benchmarking for excellence is a major online benchmarking tool designed to help bring
about improvements for learners in the senior school phase (S4 to S6). It is a professional tool to
help local authorities identify areas of success, and where improvements can be made.

Click here for more information
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Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountability
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountability (CIPFA) can provide information on a range
of issues such as service usage, service costs, customer satisfaction, and policy development. This
data bank can be used to make decisions, compare performance, identify trends, review processes
and outputs, and to manage resources effectively.

Click here for more information

Performance Management

What is it?
Performance monitoring is an aid to performance management. Performance monitoring includes
what is happening relative to goals, comparisons and previous performance.

Performance management is about seeing beyond the statistics and getting involved in the detail to
make it more effective and efficient.

Effective performance management comprises of three elements, which include:

•
Effectieperfornàn ànigéiénteIêrnents

I Performance management that is This means that services take action to lead to
action and improvement orientated improved performance, or enable objectives to

be met; this should be able to be evidenced
through clear improvements in performance
and outcomes.

V A performance culture Managers champion the use of performance
management as one of the ways to achieve
improvement, ensuring it is part of everyday
activities. Managers should effectively deal
with poor performance at all levels. This
approach will lead to improvement actions
where required. Challenge and evaluation
should be invited and there should be a
willingness to learn from others.

I Effective processes that deliver Managers must ensure there is an effective
improvements performance management framework, and

appropriate use of improvement tools and
techniques. The service's approach to
performance management should be
integrated with the management of finance,
people, information technology, property and
resources.

Three perspectives of performance measurement
A review of performance generally starts with information from performance indicators. These help
to reduce the complex nature of organisational performance to a manageable number of indicators
to make performance more understandable, contributing to information decision making.
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There are two general types of data.

I Quantitative Quantitative is objective and something that
can only be measured but cannot be
experienced.

I Qualitative Qualitative is subjective and something that
cannot be measured but can only be
experienced.

This means some important aspects of the service cannot be measured easily through performance
indicators; others means require to be captured. This includes insight from a financial perspective, a
customer perspective and a quality perspective.

I Financial and performance Financial indicators present information
including expenditure, unit costs, income
generation, funding received and spend against
budget. High costs do not necessarily reflect
poor performance. Other factors require
consideration, such as the level of investment,
productivity levels, and the volume of service
requests to ensure a complete picture.

1 ' Customer A key element is being able to demonstrate
responsiveness and recognition to the needs of
customers. Ensure plans are informed by
understanding the needs of stakeholders and
customers. Customer satisfaction can be
measured through surveys, complaints, and
enquiries.

I Quality Qualitative measures can represent a number
of different aspects of the business. It can
include effectiveness in responding to service
request, efficiency in processing times to
deliver services, productivity in terms of
increase/decrease in the volume of business,
and the uptake of programmes.
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